Summary: R platform provides some packages that are useful to process mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) data; however, none of them provide an easy to use graphical user interface (GUI). Here, we introduce rMSI, an R package for MSI data analysis focused on providing an efficient way to manage MSI data together with a GUI integrated in R environment. MS data is loaded in rMSI custom format optimized to minimize the memory footprint yet maintaining a fast spectra access. The rMSI GUI is designed for simple and effective data exploration and visualization. Moreover, rMSI is designed to be integrated in the R environment through a library of functions that can be used to share MS data across others R packages. The release of rMSI for R environment establishes a novel and flexible platform for MSI data analysis, completely free and open-source. Availability and Implementation: The code, the documentation, a tutorial and example data are available open-source at: github.com/prafols/rMSI.
Introduction
Mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) is an emerging technique capable of mapping the spatial distribution of molecules in biological tissues with high spatial resolution. The MSI instrument scans the sample in a defined raster acquiring a MS spectrum for each pixel (Norris and Caprioli, 2013) . The MSI experiment produces large datasets that require specific software tools to be processed. Proprietary software packages, generally associated to each specific mass spectrometer, are available to analyze MSI data. However, they are either expensive or exclusive to each vendor and their closed-source model makes impossible to modify the code to explore all MSI possibilities. A few MSI software tools have been released under an open source license allowing a wide availability and easy code modification. MSiReader (Robichaud et al., 2013) is an open-source toolbox for Matlab platform that provides a full-featured graphical user interface (GUI) for MSI data exploration. MSiReader is also freely available as a standalone program which does not require a Matlab license. However, the main drawback of MSiReader is the lack of a memory optimized data handling model. Recently, SpectralAnalysis (Race et al., 2016) has been released as another Matlab tool that provides an efficient data handling model for MSI data. However, both of these Matlab tools require a commercial software license to develop and modify its source code. On the other hand, R platform is becoming a largely used solution for the development of bioinformatics tools in a completely open-source model. To date, Cardinal (Bemis et al., 2015) is the only available MSI specific tool developed for the R environment. Cardinal provides many pre-processing algorithms and image segmentation routines. Cardinal is able to handle large datasets by preprocessing MS data directly from disk, however no GUI for fast and easy exploration of the data is provided. Here, we present rMSI, an R package focused on integrating MSI exploration in an R-based environment through a GUI that allows a rapid, responsive and easy visualization and comparison of MS images. The integration of rMSI in R establishes a flexible and reliable platform for MSI data analysis. Figure 1 . The GUI is divided in four areas: 'spectra list' (Fig. 1a) , 'MS image' (Fig. 1b) , 'intensity scales' (Fig. 1c) and 'spectra visualization' (Fig. 1d) . MS images are displayed together with their color codification represented in 'intensity scales'. The spectra visualization window shows the average spectrum of the whole MS image by default, but the spectra from different pixels can be also overlaid. Ion images can be reconstructed by selecting a m/z range in the spectra view area or entering m/z and tolerance values using the keyboard. Up to three ions can be plotted simultaneously, encoding each ion image in a color channel of an RGB color system. The GUI also allows drawing a rectangular region of interest (ROI) over the MS image (Fig. 1e) to perform actions to a selected set of pixels. Moreover, rMSI provides a special mode for comparing two MS images simultaneously, for example in a disease versus control study. This feature displays two MS images laid out side by side with a common spectra view (Fig. S1 of Supplementary Material). In this mode, selected ions are automatically rendered in both MS images areas at once.
MS data handling strategy
MS images use a large amount of memory since they contain a large collection of spectra. The memory needed could range from hundreds of megabytes to several tens of gigabytes, depending on the m/z resolution and the total number of acquired pixels. Such amount of spectra may be difficult to handle in the computer's memory (RAM), especially if more than one image has to be loaded at once, e.g. to compare tissues from a case-control study. To overcome this, rMSI provides a data format designed to combine RAM memory with the available hard disk drive (HDD) free space. First, the mass spectrum from each pixel is uniquely identified with an ID number allowing a fast and controlled data access. Then, MS data is split into different blocks that are stored uncompressed in the HDD applying neither m/z binning nor any data reduction strategy. Each data block is stored in an R matrix where each mass spectrum is located in a row. These matrices are stored in HDD files sorting data by columns; hence intensities of a set of neighbor m/z channels can be obtained in a single disk reading operation. This design allows a fast ion image reconstruction. To improve the spectra loading time, each data matrix is limited to 50 MB in size. This allows loading a whole matrix to RAM for fast row access during spectral processing. The rMSI GUI takes advantage of this data model by only loading the part of the image that is being represented. This low memory footprint design allows exploring various high resolution (spatial and spectral) MS images simultaneously in a standard laptop computer.
Data access performance has been tested for various datasets on a laptop with an Intel Core2Duo 2 GHz processor, 4 GB of RAM and a 5400 rpm disk. Despite of the bottleneck that represents accessing data from the HDD, rMSI provided ion image reconstruction times ranging from 2 to 8 seconds depending on the data size (see Supplementary Material Table S1 and Fig. S2 ). The best performance was obtained for a 3.7 GB dataset and the worst performance was obtained for a 31.5 GB dataset containing almost 10 6 m/z channels synthetically created to simulate a large image acquired with a MS high resolving power spectrometer. In addition to its own format, rMSI allows importing data from the open standard imzML (Schramm et al., 2012) (only continuous mode is currently supported) and Bruker's XMASS. Once the data is loaded in rMSI, the generated files are organized to be reusable in future R sessions allowing an immediate loading time for next R sessions.
Conclusion
The developed R package presented here fulfills the requirement of a user-friendly interface integrated in the popular and open-source R environment. The developed data format allows a fast and snappy MSI data exploration of high-resolution images in standard computers. The usage of rMSI integrated in R environment provides a flexible and powerful platform for MSI data handling and analysis. 
